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	Congratulations on your new Droid smartphone! You’re going to be amazed when you discover all the ways it enables you to connect with your contacts and stay in touch with the world. You can communicate via talk, text, email, social networking, and chatting with instant messaging, and on some newer Droid phones, you may even be able to chat with live video through Google Talk. You can use the built-in cameras to take and share pictures and video, and the microphone to record audio; you can stream media to your phone from your home network (and back again). Even with all this, you’re just scratching the surface!

	

	The reason your Droid phone is special is two-fold. First, it runs a mobile operating system and offers built-in tools for browsing for and accessing data you store on it. In the past, you downloaded a third-party app for this, and managing data was more difficult. Second, it’s high-tech: It’s open to developers, and updates are also made available regularly. When you keep your phone updated, you keep your phone in tip-top shape too.

	

	Beyond the technology though, you also have access to the Market, which enables you to easily browse, download, and install apps that do just about everything. And depending on your model, you can use your Droid phone to connect with others using various hardware. Your phone may have a HDMI out port, front and/or rear facing digital/video cameras, and a large enough screen with the display capabilities it needs to offer an impressive video-watching experience. To sum it up, it’s cool.

	

	You can enjoy your Droid phone for a long time, at least in tech-years. It offers you room to grow, and the more you learn about how to use the features it offers, the more you can begin to depend on it for tasks you never thought possible. Just wait until you send your first email by saying what you want in the body instead of typing it there! And the first time you experience playing a movie or some music on your Droid and streaming it to a compliant device on your home network, well, both you and your friends will be blown away!
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Technical Writing for SuccessSouth-Western College, 2010

	Taking an applied approach to teaching workplace writing, TECHNICAL WRITING FOR SUCCESS 3E is a comprehensive text designed to focus on skills that employers demand in today's workplace--thinking, listening, composing, revising, and editing. Students are encouraged to acquire many workplace skills through integrated and applied...
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3ds Max 2009 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
The only comprehensive reference-tutorial on 3ds Max available, this book is everyone's favorite. Whether you're a beginner looking for 3D basics or a full-fledged animator seeking new ways to dazzle viewers with your creations, it's all here. You'll find pages of professional tips, loads of advice, and more than 150 step-by-step tutorials...
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The Linked Photographers' Guide to Online Marketing and Social MediaCourse Technology PTR, 2010

	"The Linked Photographer's Guide to Online Marketing and Social Networking" is a complete resource for photographers looking to improve their business through social media. This book provides a step-by-step process for getting a photographer's business online, and acts as a reference guide for the variety of online marketing...
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Financial & Managerial Accounting (3rd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2011

	With its tried-and-true framework and respected author team, Horngren/Harrison/Oliver’s Financial & Managerial Accounting is the trusted choice for instructors and students of Principles of Accounting.
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Joomla! Explained: Your Step-by-Step Guide (Joomla! Press)Addison Wesley, 2011

	This book was written for my Dad and for people like you.


	I teach Joomla! classes all across the United States and talk with people like
	you who have tried to learn Joomla and other software.


	They order books, watch videos, read online documentation, and go to
	other classes. Many are frustrated and say the same...
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Computational Intelligence: A Compendium (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2008

	Computational Intelligence: A Compendium presents a well structured overview about this rapidly growing field with contributions from leading experts in Computational Intelligence. The main focus of the compendium is on applied methods, tried-and-proven as being effective to realworld problems, which is especially useful for practitioners,...
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